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“We vouch for nothing and stand our ground”


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________



A Nefarious Plot


The Declaimer wishes to alert its readers that it has survived an assault on its very being.  At the precise moment of publication of Volume 1, Number 1 in early June, at approximately 2:30 AM, immediately after Ramon—the graveyard crew chief—clicked on “SEND”, transmitting the Declaimer to its array of electronic subscribers, our connection to America Online—the Declaimer’s server, so-called—was severed and could not be regained.  The usual password was declared invalid several times running.  Ramon, desperately unsure whether the inaugural issue of the Declaimer had or had not in fact been sent to its expectant (or unsuspecting) subscribers, at some point noticed a telephone number on the screen.  He called the number and explained the problem.

“Sir,” said the woman at America Online, “Your connection was automatically terminated because an email was sent, with attachment, to over one hundred recipients simultaneously.”

“That is correct,” said Ramon.

“Sir, are you an authorized user of this account?”

“Of course I am authorized,” replied Ramon.  “I am overnight crew chief.  I have just transmitted our first issue and now you have kicked me offline.  Why have you done this?”

“You broke the pattern for your account, sir.”

“Pattern?  I did not know that we had a pattern.”

“Yes, sir.  You sent an email to a large number of recipients at 2:30 in the morning.”

“Yes?  And?”
“Sir, is your name on this account?”

“Of course not.  I am only the graveyard man.  We employ your service.  Who are you to cut us off?  It might please us to email one million persons at once.  Are you not America Online?  Millions and millions of persons served?  Do we not pay you every month of the year?”

“Sir,” said the intransigent spokeswoman, “we cannot restore service until we hear from the holder of this account.  Tell her to call and ask for the White Spam department.”

“You think I am some virus?  Some terror guy?  This is homeland security?” 

“Sir, we do this for your own protection.”

“You do this for Ashcroft,” said Ramon—not ordinarily a suspicious man—and he hung up.

Ownership of the Declaimer is a modestly complicated affair, involving—as is the case with so many businesses these days—an offshore corporate entity and limited partnerships in various foreign countries.  Our accountant assures us the arrangement is perfectly legal and ethical.  Stateside ownership, for tax purposes, devolves on one person—Red, who called AOL the next morning and settled the situation.  We hope.  She assured the White Spam department of America Online that the sender of the email was authorized to do so and that it was likely to happen again.  Thus we have established a new pattern, which shall be tested with the sending of this second issue.

Reader, we hope these words have reached you.  If they haven’t, we pray that intrepid souls among you will wonder at our silence and investigate.  If you find nothing in our Oregon offices, nothing but pack rats and chickadees, incessant rain, the silence of the deer and Douglas firs—do not forget us.  You are all we have.  Seek us in Guantanamo.  Do not let our story die.  


________________________________________________________________________



The Sporting Scene


Right-thinking Americans everywhere are in mourning for the San Francisco Giants.  Since migrating west in 1958, the Giants franchise has yet to win a World Series.  In 1962 the team fell in seven games to the New York Yankees, then as now the most boring great team in baseball.  This was the Series that ended with Willie McCovey’s screaming line drive hit directly at second-baseman Bobby Richardson’s face, Richardson having the wit to interpose his glove between ball and face and dash the Giants’ dreams at Candlestick Park.

Twenty-seven years passed before their next opportunity.  In 1989 the Giants bested the Chicago Cubs to win the National League pennant and the right to face the Oakland Athletics in the World Series.  As game one was about to begin, Candlestick began to rock like an overheated kettle.  The Loma Prieta earthquake had struck, and the Giants responded like dogs with their tails between their legs.  When the Series resumed a week later, the San Franciscos lost in four games.

Their third opportunity came this fall.  With no pitcher who had won more than 14 games in the regular season, with one superstar, one star, and a lot of journeymen, the Giants won the wild card berth in the playoffs—given to the best second-place team in the league—and went on to beat the heavily favored Atlanta Braves, then the heavily favored St. Louis Cardinals, and met the Anaheim Angels (yes) in the World Series.  They seemed on the verge of winning the Series too, holding a three-games-to-two advantage and leading 5-0 in the 7th inning of game six, when it all went blooey.  The Angel batters—geniuses with the lumber, swatting pitches at their chins and at their ankles for base hits—pounded four Giants relievers, won the game 6-5, and went on to win game seven against a team that played as though another earthquake had struck.

The Angels, a young team as well as a very good one, will likely be in the playoffs for several years to come, but the Giants are a chancier proposition.  They are a team of patched-together veterans.  Their manager, Dusty Baker, has hit the road after a simmering feud with the team owner.  Their star second-baseman, Jeff Kent, may also leave the team.  What’s left for Giants fans is the memory of an extraordinary September and October and a sinking feeling in the stomach.  

And Barry Bonds.  As George Vecsey in the New York Times put it, Bonds played the post-season “in a stoic fury,” erasing the one blemish on his career record—poor play in the playoffs—with a .471 World Series batting average, four home runs, and a record-crushing 1.294 slugging percentage, but failing to win the ring of a world champion, the one grail to have eluded him.  At 38, an age when most superstars and journeymen alike are in steep decline, after a season that has just earned him a record fifth most valuable player award (his fourth, last year, when he hit 73 home runs, was itself a record), Bonds may feel more keenly than anyone the awful sensation that the moment was there and will not come again.

A lot of people dislike Barry Bonds, and they have reason.  He is an arrogant, self-centered prima donna.  He wears more diamonds on his left ear than any athlete living or dead, more than some movie stars.  He disses the press and most everyone else.  He keeps a leather recliner in the locker room, where he claims four lockers.  He is aloof from his teammates and his fans.  But so what?  Why do we expect athletes to be generous, humble, realized, community-minded human beings?  Barry Bonds, as far as we know, has never committed rape or murder, never defrauded wage-earners out of their retirement funds, never conspired to rig utility rates, never led the Giants or the country into a stupid war.  This writer, editor of the Winter Creek Declaimer, has more arrests on his record than Bonds has on his—which is to say, more than zero.

Achilles too was arrogant, egotistical, and sulky.  He was also the greatest warrior on the field.  Barry Bonds’ vocation is not the cultivation of warm relationships.  It is baseball, which he plays as well as the greatest in the history of the game.

We had the luck to watch three games at San Francisco’s Pacific Bell Park—affectionately dubbed The Phone—near the end of the regular season.  In the third game, the one that clinched the wild card berth, Bonds hit a ball harder than seemed humanly possible.  A rising line drive, it was leaving the park over the right field arcade and heading for splashdown in McCovey Cove before the 42,000 on hand could even issue a full roar.  Bonds whipped his black maple bat and the ball was gone.  He has hit other home runs of that kind, and he has hit stately, towering shots that seemed unlikely ever to come down—over the top of the foul pole, or so high into the stadium lights that the ball seemed to dissolve into light itself. 

Baseball is the only game in which a ball leaving the playing area or the stadium itself can mean not a penalty or loss of possession but the very best news for the team on offense.  The home run, and especially the long home run, the out-of-the-park home run, is a uniquely transcendent moment, the highest expression of a gift and skill—the successful swinging of a baseball bat—generally considered the most difficult in all of sport.  It fulfills the longing of many Americans who were once boys and girls, the yearning to swing a bat and meet the ball so cleanly and with such power that you bury it in the sky, and wherever it may come down, it will have left the confines of your life.

Barry Bonds does that better than anyone alive.  To be watching him is to receive a generosity.


________________________________________________________________________



A Note to Our Readers


It has come to the Declaimer’s attention that a malicious, unfounded rumor is circulating.  At about the time the Winter Creek Declaimer began publication earlier this year, a book titled Winter Creek appeared.  It has been suggested that the Declaimer was named and established merely to publicize the book.  The truth is precisely the opposite.  The author of the book does happen to be a staff writer here at the Declaimer, and under interrogation he has admitted that he titled his book in a venal attempt to capitalize on the instant popularity the Declaimer attained with the release of its first number.  We wish our readers to know that the writer has been disciplined, though we do not consider his offense egregious enough to justify his firing.
On another matter, we wish to admonish our readers to read this publication carefully, including its title.  Several correspondents have referred to this journal as the “Winter Creek Disclaimer.”  Readers, note carefully.  To declaim is to orate forcefully.  The Declaimer makes no disclaimers.


________________________________________________________________________



The War That Was


What ever happened to the War on Drugs?

As soon as this Other War started stealing the headlines, it’s as if the boisterously virtuous War on Drugs had drug itself into the closet like a whipped puppy.  Sure, the Attorney General made a menacing foray into California to raid a few marijuana clubs, but he didn’t have his heart in it.  (“Heart” may be anatomically and/or metaphorically incorrect.)  Far as studies show and we know, illegal substances are sapping the vigor of American youth just as perniciously as they were a year ago, two years ago, thirty years ago.  Presumably kids are toking up, Ecstasizing, huffing glues and solvents, snorting crank or sniffing coke (it’s a class thing, you can’t sniff crank), seeking spiritual visions or good sex on acid, stealing calmatives and easifiers and sleepy-deepies out of their parents’ medicine cabinets (think about that term), and otherwise transcending themselves—drinking beer, even—just as rampantly as they ever were, and—WE’RE LETTING THEM!  

What’s up with that?  Is this what we went to the polls for in November, 2000?  The only conceivable reason to elect a Republican administration (okay, almost elect) is to get tough on drugs and other liberal indulgences.  We elect Democrats to have a party, Republicans to clean up after.  That’s why we alternate, more or less.  And for a while the Bushmen were doing such a good job of it, here and abroad.  In May of 2001, for instance, they made a 43 million dollar gift to the government of Afghanistan for its stalwart efforts at emptying that nation’s fields of opium poppies.  Yes, the Afghan government was not entirely savory and sweet.  It had a certain propensity to chop off hands and heads, toss acid into women’s faces, topple stone walls onto old lechers and young prostitutes, dynamite ancient Buddhist statues, and harbor apocalyptic-minded sworn enemies of the United States of America who were even then dreaming up a big plan, but them Taliban was Strong on Drugs!  They was gettin’ the job done!  They were indeed.  They were stockpiling and selling bricks of opium to finance their vicious regime, even as they endorsed the 43 million dollar check and took it to the World Savings & Loan.  They were laughing all the way, and what were they laughing?  A tune the Bushmen should have found familiar.  Bill Clinton could have told them….  “It’s the ECONOMY, stupid!”
When will our laudable leaders—and I mean a good many truly laudable leaders, as well as the Bushmen—wake up from their druggish trance and understand that our obsessive prohibition of certain drugs makes the fetching of those drugs so extraordinarily lucrative that the fetchers will always, ALWAYS, find ways to bring them within our borders to those who need or desire them?  That building prisons and filling them with small-time sellers merely opens up niches for more small-time sellers?   That, after decades of interdictions and fly-overs and garden eradications, any eighth-grader in America with twenty dollars can buy marijuana more easily than he can buy beer? That in a society whose adults are thoroughly drugged up on alcohol, tobacco, and a cornucopia of prescriptions, the kids are likely to get drugged up themselves, and with greater imagination than their parents? 

The Attorney General of the United States, of course, has a theory about what has happened to the War on Drugs.  That war, he says, is no different from the War on Terrorism  (or, in the shortened form now pervasive, the War on Terror).  To buy illicit drugs is to promote terrorism; to just say no to drugs is to just say no to terrorism.  How economical, to roll our wars into one!  No matter that only a fool or a psychotic can believe that this hybrid war, or either of its constituent wars, can be won.


_______________________________________________________________________        



The Bird-in-Chief


There are weightier issues to think about, but the Declaimer has no time for them.  The national bird is a farce.  What does it say about our country that we are represented by a loafer and a preener, a scavenger of wounded ducks and spawned-out salmon? Go to Southeast Alaska if you still see the bald eagle in a charismatic aura.  There you will find these imposters lolling about on trees and rooftops common as houseflies, bestirring themselves occasionally to flap irritably to a new perch from which to spew white excrement.  All feathers and no character, this bird, and a feeble mewling voice.  A poser, a jackadandy, a bird in a black and white suit.  The very bird of dualism.  An apt emblem, one could argue, for a nation that habitually adopts the simplism of Good versus Evil.  And apt indeed for a nation long sold down the river on glitz and appearances, on a handsome image hiding a decadent soul.  Unworthy!  How was this travesty foisted upon us?  Why do we stand for it?  What shall we do about it?  Choose a better bird, that’s what.  The Declaimer invites its readers to make their own nominations, in 150 words or less.  The best of these will be published in the next issue.


________________________________________________________________________
                                                      The Place for Poetry


Political poetry is the most difficult to write well.  Too often it amounts to little more than pious cant or propaganda with rhythm.  It was with great appreciation, therefore, that the Declaimer recently received, from a correspondent in America’s heartland, the following poem.  We admire the vigor of its phrasing, its sharpness of focus, its vast economy, and the sheer humanity of its trenchant message.  The poet is unknown.  The poem was found on a men’s room wall.

                                          
                                  Fighting for peace is like fucking for virginity.                                        


________________________________________________________________________



Beyond the Season of Sloth and Degradation


Summer is overrated.  
         
It makes a loud entrance, riding the full swell of spring, happy with the razzy cheers of finches and the bravado of hummingbirds, each of the latter claiming the Kool-aid feeder as its personal dominion.  Flickers yammer maniacally.  Goldfinches flitter at the thistle sack.  Gangs of grosbeaks take up residence at the platform feeder like loafers at a country store, spewing sunflower husks.  And my favorite of the visitors, the Swainson’s thrush, which flies all the way from Central America, sends up its ghostly fluted spirals of song at sundown.
         
At least one obsessive-compulsive squirrel per hour rants on a Doug-fir limb, so outraged at some real or imagined wrong that it can only utter the same staccato syllable incessantly.  The fir boughs, tipped with yellowy-green new growth, give the trees a dapper, rakish air.  Vine maple, wild hazelnut, cascara, oak, redbud, ash, locust, each speaks fluently its own green.  So do my new cherry trees, until a black-tailed doe half-strips them.  
         
Berry time.  Red and I glean a few—whatever the birds don’t get—from our own canes and bushes, then buy flats and flats from the berry farms for serious eating and stowing away in the freezer.  And there are other pleasures—corn worth eating, reckless barbeques, the pursuit of the perfect martini—but somewhere in the long idylls of July, monotony sets in.  The days of warm mornings and hot afternoons dissolve and blend in clear blue sameness.  Early June’s verdant foliage now curls, droops, gathers dust and insect chewings.
         
The cat enjoys these dog days.  She sprawls her old bones atop the cedar table and drowses through the morning, then repairs beneath the table, or to the shaded warm soil of the Japanese maple pot, when direct sun hits the deck.  She comes in at evening with fir needles and specks of earth in her underfur.  At nineteen years, she lives for summer.  It restores her to her kittenhood in the south of France.  
         
But a cat has no conscience, nothing to accomplish.  For the human residents of this place, the languor of hammock and New Yorker palls.  Wasn’t there something we were doing, something more than mowing the tiresome grass, something that mattered, before summer clouded our heads like a drug?  

Subtle suspicion eats at us like an earwig in the corn.  What momentous work was ever accomplished in summer?  What fateful decision ever made?  These doubts do not rise solely from a repressed work ethic or a habitual sense of guilt.  They are signs that the soul is tired of sleeping.  Summer has fine shows for the senses but nothing for the soul—because, truth be told, summer has no soul.
         
I hear this confirmed every year in late August when the peepers set in.  Their minor-key trills sound a wise, accepting sorrow as evening comes.  They mark the turn of the season.  The first blackberries ripen in the creek bottom; like Red and me, they are invaders who mean to stay.  In September the grapes are ready, leaves yellowing on the vines.  Deer come round to feast on fallen apples.  Gone are the goldfinch and grosbeak hordes, leaving the feeders to their rightful clients—feisty chickadees, with their buzzing calls, and nuthatches, whose tiny nasal plaints I almost understand.  These well-mannered locals come for one seed at a time.
         
The angled sun of early October shines a faintly smoky light of lastnesses on summer’s spurious achievements.  Nature lets go her ruses and shows her essential self.  The vine maples touch up with color.  The bracken dries, as beautiful as when it first unfurled.  Orion, the fierce hunter, glitters cold in the late night sky.
         
Fall is the season of renewal.  Poets know its excellence (or the good ones do), and so do mushrooms.  Around the acre they push up bodily, heaving aside even the compacted gravel of the drive.  Turn around and you spot a new one.  There’s an edge in the air and a lilt in my step as I stack firewood.  Symphonies might now be written, noble causes resurrected.  I stack the wood for coming days when rain will tap the roof again, gurgling in the downspouts, raising like a forgotten dream the smell of this good ground.


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
                                       

The Winter Creek Declaimer is published irregularly in the public disinterest.  The Winter Creek Declaimer is the original Winter Creek Declaimer and the only Winter Creek Declaimer authorized to publish under the title Winter Creek Declaimer.    
It is the Declaimer’s philosophy that every effort should be made to fuse fact with opinion and truth with fiction, and that attitude is the soul of good writing, which the Declaimer does not purport to provide.  The Declaimer is 100% guaranteed.  If any reader is not satisfied with the Declaimer, the Declaimer will cheerfully refund full purchase price plus ten percent.  The Declaimer is a party to the Kyoto Protocol and is closely associated with the Industrial Workers of the World.  No live animals are injured or mistreated in its production other than those slaughtered and eaten for dinner.    

The Winter Creek Declaimer is distributed free of charge as a Rich Text Format electronic mail attachment and is also distributed in printed form by U. S. mail to the technologically lame.  (The lame may be assessed a nominal postage fee at year’s end.)  If you feel you are receiving the Declaimer in error, prove it.  The Declaimer reserves the right to refuse service to anyone and recognizes the right of no one to refuse its service.  If you know someone who should be receiving the Declaimer, kindly forward your copy and advise recipient to seek subscription at one of the addresses below.  Or, provide the Declaimer with the electronic or postal address where the Declaimer should be sent.  If you have received this copy in print and would like to receive the next issue electronically, notify the Declaimer. 

Back issues are available.  Contact the Declaimer by electronic mail or post.  The Declaimer does not transact business over the telephone.  

Material published in the Winter Creek Declaimer may be quoted free of charge so long as the Winter Creek Declaimer is cited as the source.  The Declaimer is an equal opportunity performer.  All rights deserved.


The Winter Creek Declaimer
23030 W. Sheffler Road
Elmira, OR 97437

Jfd48@aol.com

  
           
                      




  









